Adopt Azure Migration Factory
Migrate at scale. Whether your environment has hundreds or thousands of
images, Pyramid can help you migrate to Azure. Minimize your risk with an
experienced team and a cost-effective resource model.
You’ve invested in a solid strategy and plan. Your landing zone is deployed and ready for scale.
Pyramid can help you build upon that foundation and migrate your remaining IAAS and SQL
images to Azure. Our team has migrated customer environments with hundreds and thousands
of images to the cloud, with a resource model that is cost-effective.
And for those apps that aren’t migration-ready, we can help you determine your best next steps.

Assess & Plan

Ready

Migrate

•

Gather data and analyze
assets and workloads

•

Build a skills
readiness plan

•

•

Create a Cloud
Adoption Plan backed
by the Microsoft Cloud
Adoption Framework

•

Deploy a fully
functional Azure
landing zone in
one region

Rehost your IAAS
and SQL images to
your landing zone
at scale

*See Statement of Work for limitations and full details

Pyramid Consulting meets our clients where they are in their Azure cloud journey,
moving their digital projects further, focused, faster.
Adopt Azure
Accelerator

Scale Migration
Factory

Application
Modernization

Cloud Native
Application
Development

Managed services or Intentionally Inclusive™ talent transfer to ensure sustainable success

For a limited time, qualifying Microsoft-managed customers can get up to
$25,000 toward their Azure adoption!
Contact us at Microsoft@PyramidCI.com for more information and eligibility

Pyramid is focused on its customer’s growth by
providing the talent, advisory services, and longterm partnerships necessary for CTOs and CIOs
to plan and achieve their innovation roadmaps.

Intelligent Cloud Offers to
Accelerate Transformation
in the Post-Covid Era
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Delivering Results

4,500 active consultants
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App Modernization
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Serverless App
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Serverless | Low/No Code

Microsoft Managed
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IaaS/PaaS
Migration Factory
Migrate at Scale

Adopt Azure Accelerator

50/100
Plan | Ready | Migrate

Our demonstrated ability to
provide best-in-class services to
companies with complex needs
across multiple industries has
been rigorously vetted and
recognized with the NMSDC
Corporate Plus designation. This
credential signifies operational
excellence and is attained by
fewer than 2% of MBEs.
Atlanta | Charlotte | Chicago |
Dallas | DC | Hartford | Houston |
Los Angeles | Minneapolis |
Nashville | NY / NJ | Philadelphia |
Richmond | Sacramento |
San Francisco | Saint Louis

Only Pyramid provides the advisory, project services and
Intentionally Inclusive™ diverse talent sourcing & transfer,
or managed services, that quickly unblock and progress
your sustainable cloud journey.

